
1.ORGANIC FARMING-Beans Cultivation in 16 acres of  land. 

As the part of the Haritha Keralam, the Kudumbasree Officer of Elamkavu ward in the 

Cheekod Panchayat requested the help of our volunteers. It was a mega project of organic 

farming in 16 acres of land. 50 energetic volunteers agreed to take up the task they leveled 

the land, arranged soil beds, beans seeds were inserted in the beds with all its perfections. 

Thought it was a tough task, the members were very much involved in the job. This activity 

helped them to realize the importance of organic farming in this modern world.  

Harvesting of these beans was another interesting activity. Plucking of fresh and pure 

vegetables in baskets along with Kudumbasree members was a different experience which 

gave us the novel ideas of teamwork and co-operation. 

Kudumbasree embers were extremely happy and as a token of their appreciation, they 

agreed to help in making a financial help to a patient who was in our care and cure 

campaign. 

 

2. TEARS OF A MOTHER CANNOT SAVE HER CHILD, BUT YOUR BLOOD CAN.. 

 

BLOOD DONATION CAMPAIGN: 

 

Everybody has a life saving gift which is his blood. There should be enough programs and 

campaigns in our society to propagate the importance of blood donation. 

Conducted  two comprehensive blood donation camps and donated two hundred units of 

blood to the Blood Bank in Manjeri Medical College and Perinthalmanna EMS Medical College 

College. This was conducted on 13th August 2016 and 18 Sept 2017 respectively. 

Being the Secretary, I can guarantee that the NSS Volunteers have really realized the depth 

of the life saving deed, indeed.  

 

 

3.Plastic Consumption Policy - REDUCE, REUSE, and RECYCLE 

We cannot avoid plastic in our day to day life. First of all we have to reduce the usage of 

plastic. Then, reuse the plastic wherever it is possible. Finally the unusable plastic materials 

should be sent to recycle units. As such effective implementation of this 3-point principle is 

to be circulated in the society. Volunteers has done an all out campaign in this regard. 

Students collected plastic wastes from surrounding shops and houses on a selected day in a 

month. Then unusable plastic items were handed over to Panchayats for recycling. This 

activity is still going on in its full-fledged manner. Recognizing this efforts, local people co-

operated very well with this initiative.  



The PENDRIVE 

 

 

 

Consumption of plasttic pen has been so common in the college campus that almost half of 

the plastic wastage comprises pen-items. As a solution to this future hazard, a systematic 

method of collectin waste pen and plastic items has been implemented in the college named 

THE PENDRIVE. According to this system, boxes are provided to each classes to deposite 

these "pen-garbages" and weekly clearance of the boxes has made possible to collect some 

quantity of recyclable plastic wastes. This recyclable wastes are sent to one industry in 

Calicut for further processing. Each classes made their own inauguration sessions in which 

the class tutor inaugurated and stuents were randomly selected to make an awareness class 

about the harmful sides of consumption of plastics and the need to erase them from the 

daily use. This was done with two objectives, One : Students more indulged in plastic reuse 

and recycling, Second: Improve the talkative skills of the student and become self-aware. 

It is indeed the success of the whole college students and as the Secretary, a honour for me 

to exploit a chance to save the college campus from mere degrading. 

 

 

4.Bio-Diversity Park in the College Campus 

 



 

Our College, being in its feotal stage, we took instant initiatives in designing a Bio-diversity 

park in the college campus. The volunteers, with their long perspective, had placed their 

hands in the history of the college, since they will always be the founders of the park. With 

the regulations of the College authority, advices from the staff and teachers, leadership of 

the Programme Officer, co-ordination by the Secretary, instructions from the specialists like 

Dr. Hamid Ali, and the astounding sincere indulgement of the NSS volunteers, the bio-

diversity park of the college has raised from the dreams to reality. 

 

5.Butterfly Garden 

 

 

It was a suggestion raised by the volunteers that the college, in future, should experience 

the beauty of a Butterfly Garden. Day to day care and protection is given to the plants and 

the volunteers are so keen in keeping the compounds clean and tidy. Various types of 

plantings which attract the butterflies and other species are plants in the space created by 

the volunteers themselves. 

 

6.Pet Bottle Horegallu 

 



 

As the part of the Pet Bottle collection conducted by the volunteers in December 2017, a 

relief shed was created solely with the use of plastic bottles which may have posed a great 

threat to the environment. The college being at its foetal stage had no hangout centers in 

the college. Hence the volunteers undertook intense strain and work to build up a hangout 

corner adjacent to the college campus. 

 

7.Pannicode Love Shore Annual Day 

 

Pannicode Love Shore, an educational institution for mentally challenged students, 

organized their Annual Day as a grand function, inviting distinguish personalities from 

various parts of the world on 10-01-2018. As the function came out of hand and 

expectations of the management, the NSS volunteers from the College came forward and 

provided a helping hand to the students.  

The volunteers made themselves useful in almost every aspect of the program, ranging from 

the parking of vehicles to the program announcement to assisiting the full round cordination 

of the entire program. Apart from the regular students in the school, home care students 

were also attending the program and none of them were let to suffer a least of  

inconvenience. The total of 50 college students were executing and volunteering the 

program utmost sincerity and team-work. They witnessed and experinced a different 

experience from the programs as the students from the school performed on the stage. The 



volunteers, with their high spirit of positivity, intended to beleive that the students from the 

Love Shore were gifted with special gifts. 

 

8.Manju - NSS Seven Day Camp 

This was a long awaited camp that the volunteers quenched their thirst in the end. The 

whole seven days experience was indeed a one time life experience. And for the students, 

they are proud that they have attained their target of corporating with the Bhavana 

Padhathi and was eminently successful in completing the whole work till the lintel-roofing.  

 

In the meantime, the students were able to indulge in healthy habits and hobbies. They 

practiced yoga and excercises every day. They cooked food for themselves, they updated 

every single incidents in the daily newspaper, and played variety of games as in different 

teams. Apart from these, every day in the morning, before sunrise, they were trained with 

astrology classes and sky-watching conducted in the behalf of Sri. T Suresh Kumar. One 

session regarding the Role of Drama in Learning was also conduted by Sri. K.S Vasudevan 

(SSA Program Officer ). In the Chritmas Eve, the whole volunteers came forward with the 

request for conduting a Christmas Carol and as for the consideration for the request, the 

arrangements were made for the carol. 

The camp cordination was indeed a risky one since a team of 50 volunteers has to be 

controled and cordinated and making sure of the timings of every event is perfect. The 



Secretary and the Program Officer have done a great deal in conducting and scheduling the 

camp. 

 

9.Foundation of The Student Initiative Palliative Unit 

Being bedridden for the whole life is the worst health disaster that can affect to someone. 

They face numerous problems, both physically and mentally. Palliative Care units are proved 

to be the best care units for these patients and for the formation of a healthy societythere 

we must riase up good, kind-hearted and hospitable citizens to serve these patients. 

Keeping ths vision as an Aim, the College NSS UNit was re-organised into SIP Unit after 

recruiting the interested students in the palliative caring. 

 

Volunteers handing over fund for the Oxygen 

 Cylinder to Vazhakkad Palliative 

 

 

Fund raised for Mr.Babu, a thyroid cancer patient. 

 

The unit was successful in various fund-raising programs for the needy patients. Under this 

programe, two cancer petients and one differently abled person was helped. The whole 

fuctioning of the unit is cordinated under the Vazhakkad and Omanoor Palliative Care Units. 

The volunteers were able to sum up an amount for an oxygen cylinder for the Vazhakkad 

Unit. 



 

 

The volunteers were able to participate and serve in three pariraksha camps conducted by 

various organisations.  

 

10.Department of Environment and Cliamtic Change Convention 

 As the Secretary of one of the most energetic NSS unit of the District, which indulges 

in both the environmental and climatic arena, I had an opportunity to share our ideas and 

visions to other equally minded naturalists and activists at Thycaud Guest House, 

Trivandrum on 17th March 2018.  

 

 It was quiet a different experience to present our activities and ideas, and to evaluate 

others. Many environmental activists and club members participated in this convention, 

where I had an opportunity to present a PPT and demonstrate our activities and aims 

effectively.  

 

11.NIRAVAYAR 

“No man should starve” was the motto behind this progrmme. Food kits were provided to 

each family of the adopted village, Vilayil. The fund was raised in a peculiar way. Each and 



every student in the college should contribute One Rupee in each day. By the end of the 

month, the collection will be accumulated. Food kits consisting of rice, sugar  

The beneficiary of this project was the residents in the Harijan Colony. 

12.DIGGING OF WELLS FOR DRINKING WATER 

 

Drinking water scarcity has become a never ending issue in Kerala nowadays. Even a single 

effort to protect the natural drinking water is a great step to help the humanity. As the 

location of our college in a hilly area, we were finding it difficult to got the drinking water. 

We could manage to dig a well in the nearby area which caters water to all the students and 

the teachers.  

All the teachers, students and PTA members appreciated this loadable work . 

13.YES, WE CARE 

 

November 14 is observed as the Children’s Day in India. As a part of this,the NSS volunteers 

visited the Love Shore special school at Edavannappara in 2016 and the other Love Shore at 

Pannicode in the year 2017. As for this day, the celebrations are arranged by the volunteers 

with the help of the staff in the school. 

These mentally challenged children deserves the special care and attention of society. The 

volunteers spent one full day with the teachers and children in this school. We served 

sweets and conducted many programs which made the students delighted. We served meal 

on the day for all the students in the school. The official session programme was 

inaugurated by Sri. Ummer, the manager of Love Shore Edavannappara, and Srimati. 

Sameera , the Manager of Love Shore Pannicode. 

14.Renovation of Govt. Nursery School 

As a part of the State Level  programme , Balolsavam, to encourage the  children in the age 

group  of 2-5  to perform their inborn skills,  initiated by the Ministry of Education on March 

4 , 2017, Anganavadi  Renovation was work was carried out in the Vilayyil Nursery School.   

 15. PADDY HARVASTING LESSONS 

 “Sow an Act, and you Reap a Habit. Sow a Habit, you reap a Character”. On the request of 

the Cheekod Krishi Bhavan, volunteers went to the paddy fields to have a handson 

experience on paddy harvesting. Rice is our staple food. But our younger generations don’t 

know the different stages, from sowing the seeds to harvesting, of rice cultivations. The unit 

got two nice experiences in this category. The first one was in Vettuppara paddy fields and 

the second one was in Vilayil paddy fields.  

The farmers imparted the basic lessons of paddy cultivation to the NSS members. This was 

the main merit of this activity. 



15. CLOTH DISTRIBUTION IN ADIVASI COLONY. 

Food, shelter, clothing are the three basic necessities of man.It was during the natural camp 

in Kallumukku Forest Range , Sulthan Bathery, we came across the Adivasi colony. It 

was found that many of the inhabitants of Kallumukku Adivasi colony were running 

short of clothes for their daily use. On that day, NSS unut decided to do something 

for this colony. Clothes were collected by the volunteers from their own houses and 

their neighboring houses. It was distributed among them on behalf of the forest 

officer Babu sir. 

16. MEDICINE DISTRIBUTION FOR PALLIATIVE PATIENTS 

Treatment of medical care is a very expensive affair nowadays. The people coming from 

very low income group are extremely finding it difficult to meet both ends for their 

livelihood. When it comes to a serious disease, they cannot afford the expense for 

the treatment. The problem of medical treatment is gazing at them. To alleviate this 

problem, we could manage  to give medicines to the Palliative clinics. Vazhakkad 

Palliative clinic is one of the best Palliative clinics in the region and hence, the 

medicines collected by the volunteers were handed over to the Palliative 

representatives . 

17. Erection of Semi-Permanent Classrooms 

As new academic year was commenced,in June 2017, the cllege was stillin short of 

classrooms. The volunteers came forward in the direction of the Program Officer and the 

Secretary, and renovated the old torn out roofings and sheds in the college. These 

temporary classrooms were arranged to be the classrooms for the freshers then.  

Renovation and repairing of these structures were done occassionally so that the teachers 

and the students could be convenient, irrespective of the weather problems. 

18. GARDENING IN COLLEGE CAMPUS 

“FLOWERS ARE LIKE FRIENDS, THEY BRING COLOURS INTO YOUR LIFE” 

As the college was established in the year 2013-’14, there was no garden in the college. A 

new garden with different types of flowers was arranged in the front of the college by the 

NSS unit. 

 19. MARAM ORU VARAM 

“Tree is a blessing for mankind”, On june 5th , we use to plant tree saplings in the campus 

and the  surroundings.  In the Environment day of 2018, almost two thousand tree saplings 

were planted in the campus and distributed to the students. 

20. Ozone Day  

The degradation of the protectie layer around the Earth- The Ozone Layer is now been seen 

as a major environment disaster. As a part of the awareness program, the United Nations 

has made September 16 as the Ozone Day, commemorating the signing of the Montreal 

Protocol on Substances that Deplet the Ozone Layer.  



 

 According to the orders of the University of Calicut,the Ozone day has been observed 

and varios programs were conducted under the NSS Unit in the College. The students were 

keen to participate in the program when the magnitude of the harmful effects due to the 

depletion of the Ozone Layer was explained to them. The program chart included Cartoon 

competition, versification, short-story, essay copetition, pencil drawing, quiz program, etc. 

The debate competition was indeed interesting when the participants were extra-energetic 

in speaking for the natural resources. The program was scheduled for three days from 28th 

Nov 2017 to 30th Nov 2017. 

21. Undertaking of Survey in the Neighbouring area 

Educational Survey 

Two surveys have been conducted. One was an educational survey which was collected 

from the neighbouring village named Cheriyaparambu. The aim of this survey was to 

evaluate the present educational status of the entire area. For the smoth and systematic 

conduction of the survey process, fifty volunteers ahave been grouped into ten teams and 

more than 100 families were surveyed in a single day on 27th December 2017. The survey 

was a part of the upcoming project by the educational reforming club named SPEL in the 

locality itself. 

The survey was a part of the project undertaken by a club in the region. They aimed for the 

complete literacy and educational reformation in the area. The volunteers were pleased 

when they were conveyed that the result of the survey was exactly what they were 

expecting.  

M/R Vaccine Survey 

When there was a need for a hand to complete the surveyof the Measles -Rubella 

Vaccination for the Children, Mr. Nasar, the head of the Vilayil Health Department requested 

for our assistance. Apart from the assistance, the whole survey was completed within two 

days completing the details from almost 100 families in the surrounding villages. 



 

Due to this survey, the Health Department was able to produce a detailed list of the families 

which did not took the vaccine. Later they were able to contact the familyn heads personally 

and console them about the need for the vaccination. 

22. Western Ghats Protection Campaign 

 As the day, 15th November 2017 was observed as the Western Ghats Conservation Day, 

the College NSS unit came forward with the sound of environment protection and 

conservation. The significance of the "well-being" of The Western Ghats is never a silly 

matter, at least for a Keralite. It does a major role in the upcoming of monsoon and 

moreover, several endemic species of flora and fauna resides in it. Apart from this, it is 

recognised as the UNESCO World Heritage Site and is one of the eight " hottest hot-spots" 

of biological diversity in the world. Hence, the volunteers came forwad with a different idea 

of "expression of ideas". They arranged a cotton cloth and let others design it. Every student 

and teacher in the college expressed their "quotings" in the cloth.  

 

The program was inaugurated by the Dr. Haridasan, The Principal. 

 

23. Volunteership for the Cordination of the Sub-Distrit Arts 

The days from 20th Nov 2017 to 23rd Nov 2017 witnessed the busy crowd in the 

Vidyaposhini AUP School, the school near to the college campus, due to the Sub-district Arts 

program. It was actually a request from the school authority and the program committee to 

assist them in the cordination of the event. The participants and their parents comprised of 



more than 300 people in each day. It was indeed a huge challenge to undertake the 

cordination and condution of the programs and serve food for those participating. The whole 

function was itself seemed to be a festival in the region.  

The volunteers were to be assembled before 08.00 am in the morning and they were 

assigned duties before the starting of the programs. They were only relieved to leave only 

after the winding up of that days' schedule, or in other words, we were available for any 

kind of assistance in any moment.  

24. Awareness Wall - Paint 

 

Plastic consumption poses a hazardous efeect to every living thing in our surrounding 

environment. As a part of the awareness among the civilians abiut the usage of plastics, The 

College NSS and the District Suchitwa Mission joined hands and the result was eccentric.  

The concrete walls of the Kondotty Taluk Hospital, which were abandoned and dirty, now 

presents a srtructural view of the harmful sides of plastic usage and water exploitation, 

through carttons and caricatures. The sole credit for this artistic work goes to the college 

NSS team. Those coming to the hospital could be self-awared about the environmental 

disasters that are upcoming in the future due to the use of plastics and abuse of water. 

24. BACK TO NATURE 

Three Natural camps were conducted during the last three years (2014-2017).  

1. Kallumukku Forest Range, Sulthan Bathery: 

        This was a  two-day camp. 40 NSS volunteers attended the camp. A lovely trekking 

was arranged by the forest authorities. It was very helpful to know the nature and wild 

animal, apart from which, lives of the local tribal people was evaluated too. 

2.Puzhayoram Camp at Murinjamaadu 

 This was a fortnight camp, located in the banks of the river Chaliyar. Despite of the 

lonely atmosphere and noisless surroundings, one whole greeny ground was abandoned, 

but occupied by the volunteers only.  

3.Paristhithikam 2018 at MCAS 

 This was an intercollege camp organised by the NSS unit in MCAS , Vengara. In this 

two day camp, volunteers from various NSS units participated which resulted in the 

understanding of the functioning of units in other colleges and the volunteers shared their 

new ideas and aims. 

4.Idukki Wildlife Sanctuary: 

       This was a Three-day camp. This camp was a different experience. Students made 

aware of the protection of environment, dangers of deforestation and the value of natural 

resources.  



1.Kallumukku Forest Range - Sulthan Bathery 

 Kallumukku is a forest range near the famous town of Sulthan Bathery, in the 

Wayanadu District. It is totally a restricted area for the civilians. Many of the wild animals 

like, bear, elephant, tiger are cmmon in these areas.  

It was indeed an astounding scenery when the students witnessed a "pissed off " elephant 

in the forest. The two days camp cordinated by the Forest Department has been 

unforgettable since the volunteers were lead to the forest in both the days. Apart from the 

encounter with the elephant, the camp was made to life, when the Forest Officer, took a 

detailed session about the kives of the wild animals, starting from the variety of butterflies 

itself. 

The another interesting feature of this place was the human resindents in the nearby 

colony. They were the tribal people almost abandoned by the society.They were only a 40 

persons residing there in 7-8 families. The way of their living was poor and rudent. It has 

been said that they were frequently attacked by the wild animals.  

2. Murinjamaadu Camp 

 

 

 



The students, in the eve of 11-01-2018, gathered in a place called Murinjamaadu, a place 

almost 5km from Edasserkkadavu, which is in the bank of the river Chaliyar. The place was 

indeed an isolated area and restricted for the civilians after 6.00pm.  

 

 

The camp was aimed to create awareness among the fellow students, about the various 

challenges faced by the Chaliyar River and the need to conserve the bio-resources offered 

by the river. In these terms, the camp was a hundred percent success mission which 

provided a vision in the students to protect and conserve the water resources. 

 

The camp was officially inaugurated by        . It was really fascinating when the NSS 

volunteers, themselves created a temporary shelter for their night stay, following the 

instructions of Dr. Hamid Ali, the overall camp coordinator. Two important classes were 

provided from the camp. The first one was regarding the problems faced by the water 

bodies in Kerala, especially, the Chaliyar, and the second was actually a presentation of the 

series of incidents incorporated with the protection of Chaliyar river. 

 



 

 

The students, in the next dawn, cleaned the whole place of the camp site, comprising of 

almost 3sq.km. Separate squads were allotted with specific territories for their cleaning and 

this has made the whole place, almost plastic-free. The volunteers were so keen in 

pressurising the visitors of the “maadu”, not to leave any pinch of plastic.   

 

3.Paristhidhikam 2k18 at MCAS Vengara 

 

Three of the active NSS volunteers, including the Secretay from the college was selected in 

to attend the Paristhidhikam Camp 2k18, conducted by the NSS Unit in Malabar College of 

Advanced Studies, Vengara. It was an intercollege camp that aimed in the effective 

communication and corporation between the best service-minded volunteers from every 

college in the District. 



 

The  participants in the respective camp were able to viisit a green-fertilized farm and they 

climbed upon the Oorakam hill in the neighbouring area. The trekking through the mining 

hill slides was a terrible experience which made us to look forward into the degradation of 

the greenery in the place. It was cordinated by the famous environmentalist, Sri. Hameed 

Ali, in whose leadership, the entire camp become more interesting. 

 

4.Idukki Wildlife Sanctuary 

 

 

 It was a more awaited camp for the volunteers though it was postponed many a 

times due to various reasons. The camp was cordinated by the Forest Department of Idukki 

Forest department. 



The travelling experience was indeed interesting that we opted for both train and buses. 

This three day camp consisted of park visits, dam visiting and trekking. Apart from the 

Kallumukku Camp at Sulthan Bathery, this camp site has almost zero wild animals in it. 

Thus, the camp's aim was more predominant on the trees and herbs growing in the jungle. 

The camp was led by the Assistant Forest Range Officer, and he was keen to share his 

knowledge about the forest.  

 

In the last day of the camp, the volunteers got the chance to visit the Idukki Dam, one of 

the highest arch dams in Asia. 

12 Dream Project – “Aminathathakk oru Veed” 

 

This was the prime aim of the campers in their seven day’s life. The NSS unit of Govt. Arts 

and Science College has already arranged a venue for the official inauguration of the 

Abhayam Bhavana Padhathi in the University level on November 1st 2017, in which Sri. 

Muhammed Basheer (Calicut University Vice Chancellor) initiated this dream project by 

placing the foundation stone. 

The house to be built is for an old widow named Amina. With her two daughters and one 

son being mentally challenged, she has been facing many difficulties these days. The house 

in which she now resides in cannot ensure full safety for the family. 



 

 

The work site is almost 6kms from the campsite. The volunteers in groups, reach the 

campsite every day at sharp 8.30am. The unloading of the bricks to the worksite was a risky 

one though the volunteers, with their best shots, carried each bricks. Within three days the 

whole side-walls were built and the perfect structure of the house was obtained. It is indeed 

the best result obtained when the 40 volunteers worked with enthusiasm, good-spirit and 

teamwork. 

 

The camp provided many unforgettable experiences to the volunteers. They were divided 

into five teams and each team were given specific duties like Media, Food, Cleaning, Tools 

and Program-Coordination. The duties were interchanged each day and variety names were 

adopted by the teams which made the volunteers compete for better performance and 

produce better results. 

 


